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Despite their increasing participation in higher education and research, women are significantly underrepresented in certain disciplines and remarkably few women remain in top jobs in science. As attracting the best researchers with proportional representation of women and men is integral to the success of ERA and essential for the competitiveness of Europe, it is vital to ensure gender balance in research by changing the way of recruitment and career development. Based on available analyses and recommendations aimed to improve the situation of women in science, GENDERA identifies and discusses good practices of gender balance on national and European levels by networking and in workshops. The project demonstrates the factors that limit the participation of women in specific scientific fields as well as in decision making positions, and introduce real-life implementation examples to top decision makers of research and higher education institutions. Using a shared Communication Plan, GENDERA partners persuades the above leaders that the critical review and change of institutional recruitment, promotion and nomination policies—and their gender-related aspects—will contribute to the scientific, professional and economic success of their organisations.